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Reliably producing better representations requires understanding the important char-acteristics of representations and how they are change under di�erent transformations [20].Transformations applied to natural language text should take into account the fact thattext contains more distinct words than is optimal for the statistical classi�cation methodsused in IR, and that as indexing terms these words are redundant, noisy, and infrequent.From a semantic standpoint, words are ambiguous identi�ers of content, and are perhapsbroader in meaning than is desirable.Term clustering is a method which groups redundant terms, and this grouping reducesnoise and increases frequency of assignment. If there are fewer clusters than there wereoriginal terms, then dimensionality is reduced as well. However, semantic properties su�er,since ambiguity can only be increased and meaning broadened.Syntactic phrase indexing has exactly opposite e�ects. Each word in a phrase providesa context which disambiguates the other, and the meaning of a phrase is narrower thanthat of its component words. However, statistical properties su�er, since a large number ofterms, many of them redundant and infrequently assigned, are created.The strengths of these two methods are complimentary, which leads us in this paperto investigate combining them. We begin by surveying previous research in both areas.Following that, we discuss the speci�cs of our syntactic phrase generator and the phrasesformed.We then turn to the clustering of phrases. While the low frequency of occurrence ofphrases makes them desirable to cluster, it also makes traditional similarity measures basedon co-occurrence in documents untenable. We have instead formed clusters based on co-occurrence in semantically coherent groups of documents de�ned by controlled vocabularyindexing. These initial experiments produced only small performance improvements, andindicated that much larger corpuses will be necessary to produce high quality phrase clus-ters.2 Previous ResearchIn this section we survey previous research on term clustering and syntactic indexing, aswell as work near the intersection of the two areas. Our goal in this survey is to identifywhat has been learned about these techniques and how they might be combined.2.1 Term ClusteringTerm clustering is the application of cluster analysis [1] to forming groups of terms drawnfrom an existing text representation. From a pattern recognition viewpoint, term clusteringis a form of feature extraction|a way of transforming an initial set of features into a newset that is more useful for classifying patterns (in this case, documents) [15]. It is thereforerelated to other feature extraction methods that have been used in IR, such as documentclustering and factor analysis.Any cluster analysis method requires that some similarity (or dissimilarity) measure be2



de�ned on the items to be clustered. Term clustering in IR has usually, though not always,de�ned similarity in terms of the degree to which two terms occur in the same documents.Term clustering has been widely researched, with the largest body of work performedby Sparck Jones [35, 32, 36]. She investigated the e�ect of clustering strategies, termsimilarity measures, and vocabulary characteristics on the performance achieved with aclustered representation. Some of her most important conclusions were that clusters shouldbe restricted to relatively infrequent and highly similar terms, clusters should be used tosupplement the original terms rather than replace them, and that clustering was unlikelyto be e�ective if the relevant and non-relevant documents were not well separated on theinput representation. The particular shape of clusters formed and the particular measure ofsimilarity between terms was not found to have a signi�cant e�ect. Of the several collectionsshe experimented with, only one had its retrieval performance signi�cantly improved by termclustering.Similar early experiments were performed by Salton and Lesk [27], Lesk [18], and Minker,et al [23]. Salton and Lesk compared statistical term clustering with manually constructedthesauri on three test collections. No signi�cant performance improvements were foundfor the term clustering, in comparison with signi�cant improvements for two out of threecollections for the manual thesauri.Lesk's experiments were, strictly speaking, with association lists rather than clusters,the di�erence being that a term A can be considered similar to a term B without thereverse holding. Lesk expanded both query and document descriptions with similar termsof moderate collection frequency, but achieved no large performance improvements. Leskstudied the term similarities that were actually produced and concluded that the small sizeof his collections (40,000 to 110,000 words) meant that the similarities were local to thecollections, and were not good indications of the general meanings of the words.Minker and colleagues experimented with two collections, and with three di�erent textrepresentations for each. Terms from all six representations were clustered using a variety ofgraph-theoretic algorithms. Like Sparck Jones, Minker found that small clusters performedthe best, but he found no signi�cant performance improvements over indexing on terms.All of the above researchers used co-occurrence in documents as the basis for termsimilarity. Other similarity measures include co-occurrence in syntactic relationships withparticular words [14] and presence in pairings between queries and relevant documents [40].Crouch recently achieved signi�cant performance improvements on two collections by �rstclustering documents, and then grouping low frequency terms that occurred in all documentsof a document cluster [7].2.2 Research on Syntactic Phrase IndexingThe use of syntactic information for phrasal indexing has been surveyed elsewhere [9, 31, 21],so we discuss this area only briey. These techniques break down into two major classes:template-based and parser-based.Dillon and Gray's FASIT system [8] is typical of template-based phrasal indexers. Ad-jacent groups of words from documents are matched against a library of templates, such3



as <JJ-NN NN> (adjective noun), and <NN PP NN> (noun preposition noun), and thosematching some template are retained. Most templates in FASIT and other template-based systems are oriented toward �nding contiguous words which represent noun phrases.Phrases are normalized by stemming and removal of function words. Klingbiel's MAI sys-tem used a similar strategy [16], while the TMC Indexer [24] and LEADER [13] combinedlimited parsing with templates.Parser-based strategies attempt to analyze entire sentences or signi�cant parts of them inproducing syntactic phrases. Fagan [9], for example, used the PLNLP parser to completelyparse the text of two test collections and extract indexing phrases. The sophistication of thePLNLP grammar enabled Fagan to handle complex noun phrases with prepositional andclausal postmodi�ers, as well as some adjectival constructions. Fagan also used a numberof hand-built exclusion lists of words which signaled that a phrase should not be generatedor should be generated in a special fashion.On two test collections Fagan's syntactic phrases produced improvements of 1.2% and8.7% over indexing on words alone. Despite the care with which Fagan's phrases wereformed, this was less than the improvement (2.2% and 22.7%) provided by very simplestatistically de�ned phrases. Furthermore, Sembok's system [30] achieved similar results toFagan using only a very simple noun phrase grammar. Smeaton's method [31] provided asomewhat smaller improvement over single word indexing than the above two systems, butrequired parsing only of noun phrases in queries, followed by looking for co-occurrence ofphrase components in documents.In summary, experiments on syntactic phrase formation have not found it superior tostatistical phrase formation, and have not found much correlation between the sophisticationof phrase formation and the resulting performance improvements.2.3 Integration of Syntactic Phrase Indexing and ClusteringWhile there has been extensive research on both term clustering and syntactic phrase in-dexing, the two techniques have not been directly combined before. Of course, almost allphrase generation systems in e�ect do a small amount of clustering when they normalizephrases, mainly through stemming. The FASIT system combined all phrases which had aparticular word in common into a group, a very simple form of clustering which did notappear to be very e�ective. Antoniadis, et al describe a similar method, but it is not clearif it was actually used in their system [2].More traditional statistical clustering techniques have been used in at least two IRinterfaces to suggest terms, including syntactically formed phrasal terms, that a user mightwant to include in their query. The LEADER system formed cliques of phrases based onco-occurrence in full document texts, and the REALIST system used unspeci�ed statisticaltechniques to provide lists of strongly correlated terms [37]. Neither study presented anyperformance data resulting from the use of these strategies, however.Salton [28] investigated indexing documents on criterion trees. These were equivalent tohand-constructed clusters of syntactic structures, with individual words replaced by classlabels from a manually constructed thesaurus. A related strategy is Sparck Jones and Tait's4



[34] generation of groups of alternative indexing phrases from a semantic interpretation ofa query. The phrases generated by this method only contained words from the query, buta thesaurus could have been used, as with criterion trees. Neither of these methods weretested on large enough collections to draw �rm conclusions about their e�cacy, and neitherthoroughly addresses the statistical problems with syntactic phrases.Lochbaum and Streeter have recently reported on the use of a factor analysis technique,singular value decomposition (SVD), to compress term-document matrices [22]. They foundthat the inclusion of some noun phrases in addition to single words improved the perfor-mance achieved with the compressed representation. Since SVD can be viewed as simulta-neously performing a term clustering and a document clustering, this result is suggestivethat term clustering of phrases will provide an improved representation.SVD can take advantage of dependencies among both terms and documents, but has thedisadvantage that it is currently too computationally expensive for use with large documentcollections. Another advantage of term clustering over SVD is that prior knowledge aboutlikely term groupings is more easily incorporated into a clustering similarity function thaninto the term-document matrix.2.4 SummaryPrevious research in the areas of term clustering and syntactic indexing has revealed a fewimportant guidelines, and considerable evidence that many other choices are not of muchsigni�cance. With respect to term clustering, the particular clustering algorithm used hasnot been found to make much di�erence, as long as clusters are small and composed of lowfrequency terms.There is some evidence that the method by which the similarity of terms is judged canhave an important e�ect. Crouch's strategy, for instance, partially addresses the dilemmathat infrequent terms are the ones that most bene�t from clustering, but are also the mostdi�cult to get accurate co-occurrence data on.Probably the most surprising result of research on syntactic phrase indexing is that thelinguistic sophistication of the phrase generation process appears to have little e�ect on theperformance of the resulting phrase representation. An open question is whether parser-based approaches are superior to template-based ones, but at least so far both approacheshave been found inferior to statistical phrases.Since it seems unlikely that individual statistical phrases are better content indicatorsthan individual syntactic phrases, this suggests that it is the poor statistical properties ofsyntactic phrases (high dimensionality, noise, etc.) that are at fault. Clustering of syntacticphrases is a natural approach to improving these properties. While there is no directevidence available on the performance of syntactic phrase clustering, the SVD results areencouraging. 5



3 Extracting Syntactic PhrasesThis section �rst describes a particular goal for phrase formation and how our systemapproximated this ideal. We then show some of the strengths and weaknesses of the systemby the analysis of an example sentence. Finally, we present statistics on phrase formationfor the CACM-3204 corpus.3.1 Syntactic Analysis TechnologyOne factor that makes previous research on syntactic indexing hard to evaluate is the widerange of heuristic techniques used in generating syntactic phrases. Since none of thesevariations has proven strikingly superior to others, we opted for a de�nition of phraseswhich was as simple as possible linguistically. We de�ned a syntactic phrase to be any pairof non-function words in a sentence that were heads of syntactic structures connected bya grammatical relation. Examples are a verb and the head noun of noun phrase which isits subject, a noun and a modifying adjective, a noun and the head noun of a modifyingprepositional phrase, and so on. This is essentially the de�nition used by Fagan [9], exceptthat we form phrases from all verbal, adverbial, and adjectival constructions, and do notmaintain exclusion lists of specially treated words.It is important to distinguish the de�nition of syntactic phrases used by a system fromthe actual set of phrases produced. Current syntactic analysis systems are far from perfect,so any de�nition of syntactic phrases which is not of the form \syntactic phrases are whatmy program produces" can only be approximated. Even the PLNLP parser used by Faganproduced a correct analysis of only 32% of a typical set of sentences [29], and that systemwas the result of a large-scale corporate development e�ort.In designing our phrase generation system we attempted to generate all phrases thatsuited our de�nition, while avoiding the complexity and ambiguity of producing a full parsefor each sentence. Our approach was to parse only the constituents of a sentence below theclause level. The analysis of a sentence, therefore, was a sequence of noun phrases, adjectivephrases, adverb phrases, verb groups, and miscellaneous punctuation and function words.Since much of the complexity of most grammars is in rules to capture clause level structure,we were able to restrict ourselves to a grammar of only 66 rules.Limiting the complexity of analysis does not limit the need for a large lexicon, since everyword still had to be interpreted. We used the machine-readable version of the LongmanDictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) [3], which provided syntactic categories forabout 35,000 words. By using a morphological analyzer for inectional su�xes we extendedthe e�ective vocabulary of the system to perhaps 100,000 words. Even so, a substantialnumber of words encountered in text were not present in the dictionary. These tendedto be compound words, proper nouns, or very technical terms. These unknown wordswere assumed to be ambiguous between the categories noun, verb, and adverb, and wereallowed to be disambiguated by the grammar.Parsing was performed by a chart parser operating in bottom-up mode1. The bottom-1The parser was designed and implemented by John Brolio at the University of Massachusetts, who also6



up parsing strategy produced a large number of overlapping parse trees covering parts ofthe sentence. The parser then selected a small set of non-overlapping trees which togethercovered the entire sentence. Phrase formation used these trees in two ways. Phrases weregenerated from complete constituents by means of annotations to each grammar rule. Theseannotations indicated which components of a tree corresponding to that rule should becombined into a phrase.It sometimes was desirable to produce phrases from neighboring constituents as well.For instance, if a verb group was followed by a noun phrase, we wanted to combine theverb with the head noun of the noun phrase. Heuristics for forming phrases under thesecircumstances, including the handling of conjunction, punctuation, and function words,were encoded in a small (5 state) pushdown automaton.Note that the two words in a phrase were considered to be unordered, and no distinctionwas made between phrases formed from di�erent syntactic structures.3.2 An Example of Phrase GenerationAs an example, consider the following sentence from the CACM-3204 collection:Analytical, simulation, and statistical performance evaluation tools are em-ployed to investigate the feasibility of a dynamic response time monitor that iscapable of providing comparative response time information for users wishing toprocess various computing applications at some network computing node.A complete and correct analysis of this sentence would be extremely complex and wouldhave to be distinguished from a large number of plausible alternatives. However, the partialsyntactic constituents produced by our system capture most of the structure necessary toproduce reasonable phrases. The greatest advantage of this approach is that reasonableanalyses can be produced for any sentence. In Figure 1 we show the phrases that would beproduced from a perfect parse of the sentence, and those that were produced by our system.Bracketed phrases are ones that would not have been produced by a perfect system, thoughsome are reasonable indexing phrases.The phrases generated from this example sentence exhibit some of the strengths andweaknesses of our system. For instance, the words analytical, statistical, evaluation, andfeasibility were not present in the lexicon. Grammatical constraints were able to disam-biguate evaluation and feasibility correctly to nouns, while analytical and statistical wereincorrectly disambiguated to nouns. However, the incorrect disambiguations did not a�ectthe generation of phrases, since premodifying nouns and adjectives are treated identically.The presence of a word in LDOCE did not guarantee that the correct syntactic classwould be assigned to it. The words tool, dynamic, time, monitor, provide/providing, com-parative, wish and process all had multiple syntactic classes in LDOCE. Of these, dynamic,providing, comparative, wishing, and process were disambiguated incorrectly. The only casewhere phrase generation was seriously interfered with was in the interpretation of providingwas the principal designer of the syntactic grammar.7



Collection Unstemmed StemmedFrequency Number of Total Phrase Number of Total Phrase(in 1425 Docs) Distinct Phrases Occurrences Distinct Phrases Occurrences1 41500 43612 32470 346892 3399 7336 4056 88663 906 3015 1284 42994 370 1687 576 25845 169 963 309 17356 124 850 218 15037 57 443 108 8558 47 458 90 8149+ 128 2157 281 5176Total 46700 60521 39392 60521Table 1: Statistics on Phrase Generation for 1425 CACM Documentsas a conjunction.2 This meant that the phrases providing information and providing userswere not generated. The interpretation of wishing and process as nouns, and the resultinginterpretation of a clausal structure as a noun phrase, while atrocious from a linguistic pointof view, had a relatively minor e�ect on phrase generation.3.3 Phrase StatisticsFor the experiments reported in this paper we parsed and generated phrases from the titlesand abstracts of 1425 documents, totaling 110,198 words, from the CACM-3204 collection.We used only those documents which have Computing Reviews categories assigned to them,since our current clustering strategy requires that controlled vocabulary indexing be avail-able for documents. Table 1 breaks down the phrases generated according to the numberof times they occurred in these 1425 documents.As expected, the number of phrases was very large, and relatively few phrases had manyoccurrences. We used the Porter stemmer [26] to stem the words in phrases, which increasedphrase frequency somewhat. These stemmed phrases were used for all the experimentsreported in this paper.4 Clustering PhrasesGiven the few di�erences found between text representations produced by di�erent cluster-ing algorithms, we chose to form the very simple clusters that Sparck Jones referred to asstars [32]. These clusters consist of a seed item and those items most similar to it. A �xednumber of nearest neighbors, a minimum similarity threshold, or both can be used. Here2One price of using a machine-readable dictionary as a syntactic lexicon is the occasional odd classi�cation.8



DESIRED PHRASES PHRASES PRODUCEDanalytical tools <analytical employed>simulation tools <employed simulation>statistical tools statistical toolsperformance evaluation <performance tools>evaluation tools evaluation toolstools employed tools employedemployed investigate employed investigateinvestigate feasibility investigate feasibilityfeasibility monitor feasibility monitorresponse time <response monitor>time monitor time monitordynamic time <dynamic monitor>monitor capablecapable providing <capable feasibility>providing information <capable information>comparative information comparative informationresponse time <response information>time information time informationinformation users <information wishing><information applications>users wishing users wishingwishing process <wishing applications>process applications process applicationsvarious applications various applicationscomputing applications computing applicationsprocess node <applications node><wishing node>network node network nodecomputing node computing nodeFigure 1: Desired and Actual Phrases (Before Stemming) for Example Sentence.9



are some randomly chosen example clusters formed from CACM phrases when clusters wererestricted to a size of 4:f <linear function>, <comput measur>, <produc result>, <log bound> gf <princip featur>, <draw design>, <draw display>, <basi spline>,<system repres> gf <error rule>, <explain techniqu>, <program involv>, <key data> gf <substant increas>, <time respect>, <increase program>, <respect program>gThe seed phrases are underlined above. Some clusters contain more than 4 elements,since elements with negligibly greater dissimilarity to the seed than the fourth element werealso retained.The clusters formed rarely contained any exact synonyms for the seed phrase. Thisis not surprising since, of the large number of phrases with a given meaning, one willusually be considerably more frequent than the others. Given the relatively small sizeof the CACM corpus, only the most frequent of the synonymous phrases will have morethan one occurrence. Since we required that a phrase must occur at least in at least twodocuments to be clustered, synonymous phrases were almost never clustered. However, somegood clusters of closely related phrases were formed, along with many accidental clusters ofessentially unrelated phrases.The rest of this section discusses how clusters were formed and how they were used inscoring documents. Section 5 will then discuss our experimental results.4.1 Co-occurrence In Controlled Vocabulary Indexing CategoriesThe dilemma between the desire to cluster infrequent terms and the lack of information onwhich to judge their similarity is even more severe for phrases than for words. Given thatonly 1.8% of the distinct phrases in our corpus occurred more than 5 times, it was unrea-sonable to expect that many phrases would have any substantial number of co-occurrencesin documents.Crouch's strategy of looking for co-occurrence in document clusters was a promisingalternative, but we were conscious of the fact that document clustering itself does notnecessarily produce meaningful clusters. Therefore, instead of producing document clusters,we made use of the document clustering implicit in the controlled vocabulary indexing of theCACM collection. A total of 1425 of the CACM documents, are indexed with respect to aset of 201 Computing Reviews (CR) categories [11, 19]. Of those categories, 193 are assignedto one or more documents. Since CR categories are arranged in a three-level hierarchy, weassumed that whenever a document was assigned to a category it was also assigned to allancestors of that category.Some method was then required for clustering the phrases based on their presence inthe CR categories. Crouch found the set of low frequency terms in each of the documentsin a cluster and took the intersection of these sets. The large and quite variable size of the10



CR clusters makes this strategy inappropriate for us. Instead we viewed each CR categoryas a feature on which a phrase could take on a value between 0 and 1. We used the valuenpc=nc, where npc was the number of occurrences of phrase p in category c, and nc was thetotal number of occurrences of all phrases in category c. This treated multiple occurrencesof a phrase as being more signi�cant than single occurrences, and also normalized for thelarge di�erences in the number of documents, and thus phrases, appearing in the di�erentcategories.The cosine correlation was used to compute the similarity between feature vectors fordi�erent phrases. This had the e�ect of normalizing for overall phrase frequency. All phrasesoccurring in 2 or more documents were used in clustering, expect when otherwise mentionedin results.4.2 Weighting of ClustersThe point of forming clusters, of course, was to use them in retrieval. This required amethod for incrementing the scores of documents based on the presence of phrases andclusters of phrases in queries and documents. We chose to use the same weighting methodsused by Fagan for phrases and by Crouch for clusters, since these methods have shown somee�ectiveness in the past.Fagan [9, 10] assigned a two-word phrase a weight (in both queries and documents)equal to the mean of the weights of its component stems. The stem weights themselves arecomputed as usual for the vector space model. The inner products were computed separatelyfor terms and phrases and then added together, potentially with di�erent weightings.Crouch [7] used a very similar method for clusters, giving them a weight in a query(or a document) equal to the mean of the weights of the cluster members in the query (orthe document). The resulting weights were then multiplied by 0.5 in both documents andqueries, for an overall downweighting factor of 0.25 for clusters with respect to single terms.Combining these gave the following similarity function to be used for ranking documents:SIM(q; d) = (cs � ip(qs; ds)) + (cp � ip(qp; dp)) + (cc � ip(qc; dc))where ip is the inner product function, qs; qp; and qc are the weight vectors of stems, phrases,and phrase clusters for queries, ds; dp; and dc are the vectors for documents, and cs; cp; andcc are the relative weights of stems, phrases, and documents.5 ExperimentsThe main goal of the experiments reported here was to discover whether applying clusteringto phrases from a small corpus would result in an improved text representation. Anothergoal was to explore whether the factors which have been found to be most important inclustering of words also have a strong impact on clustering of phrases. These include thesize of clusters formed, the frequency of items clustered, and the maximum dissimilaritytolerated between cluster members. A secondary goal was to gather preliminary data on11



PrecisionRecall Clusters + Terms PhrasesLevel Size 2 Size 4 Size 8 Size 12 + Terms Terms0.10 55.5 55.5 57.9 57.1 58.1 56.30.20 43.2 42.0 42.2 41.9 45.4 41.00.30 37.7 37.0 36.5 36.2 38.0 35.70.40 31.1 30.5 30.8 30.0 30.2 29.60.50 23.3 23.3 22.2 22.3 23.4 22.00.60 19.5 19.3 18.2 18.3 19.0 18.80.70 13.5 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.7 13.80.80 9.2 9.4 9.4 9.3 9.5 9.90.90 5.5 5.8 5.6 5.6 5.6 6.11.00 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.7Avg. Prec. 24.3 24.0 24.0 23.8 24.7 23.8Change +2.1% +0.8% +0.8% +0.0% +3.8%Table 2: Performance Using Clusters and Termsthe e�ciency of syntactic phrase clustering, given the likelihood than larger scale clusteringwould have to be investigated. We report on each of these goals in the following sections.All retrieval results are based on the full CACM collection of 3204 documents. We usedonly the 50 queries which do not request documents by particular authors, and for whichthere are one or more relevant documents.5.1 E�ectiveness of Syntactic Phrase ClustersOur �rst concern was whether the clusters of syntactic phrases formed from this smallcorpus would be su�cient to improve retrieval performance. Table 2 compares recall andprecision �gures for 4 sizes of clusters to the �gures for single terms (stems) and singleterms combined with syntactic phrases. Clusters produce a slightly smaller improvementthan phrases, and neither is signi�cantly better than the use of single terms alone.Using both clusters and phrases (Table 3) provides the most improvement. These re-sults would be classi�ed as \noticeable" (> 5.0%) but not \material" (> 10.0%) accordingto Sparck Jones' criteria [33]. We investigating varying the weighting of the cluster andphrase vectors (cc and cp, respectively), but found only trivial and inconsistent improve-ments resulting from any values besides 1.0. In particular, reducing weighting of clusters toCrouch's value of 0.25 caused a small decrement in performance, providing some evidencethat clusters of phrases are better content indicators than clusters of words.5.2 Factors A�ecting Phrase ClusteringIn our survey on term clustering, we mentioned a number of factors that had been foundin the past to impact the e�ectiveness of term clustering. We have already mentioned the12



PrecisionRecall Clusters + Phrases + Terms PhrasesLevel Size 2 Size 4 Size 8 Size 12 + Terms Terms0.10 57.4 60.0 59.3 58.5 58.5 56.30.20 46.4 46.4 46.1 45.0 45.4 41.00.30 38.8 39.5 38.9 37.7 38.0 35.70.40 31.3 31.1 31.1 30.8 30.2 29.60.50 23.0 23.1 23.1 23.1 23.4 22.00.60 19.3 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.0 18.80.70 13.9 13.9 13.8 13.7 13.7 13.80.80 9.6 9.8 9.7 9.6 9.5 9.90.90 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.6 6.11.00 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.7Avg. Prec. 25.0 25.3 25.1 24.8 24.7 23.8Change +5.0% +6.3% +5.5% +4.2% +3.8%Table 3: Performance Using Clusters, Phrases, and Termse�ect of cluster size. Sparck Jones found small, tight clusters, of size 2 to 4, to be moste�ective, and our results are in agreement with this. We also found that using clusters ofphrases in addition to phrases, rather than instead of phrases, was most e�ective. Thisagain is in agreement with Sparck Jones' results on clustering of single terms.Another approach to forming tight clusters would be to require that phrases have nogreater than a �xed dissimilarity with the seed phrase. This causes some phrases not tocluster at all. We investigated several dissimilarity thresholds for cluster membership, butfound only trivial improvements, and some degradations, in performance.Another factor which has been found to impact term clustering is the frequency of theterms being clustered. The exclusion of high frequency terms from clusters was found bySparck Jones in particular to be important in achieving an e�ective term clustering. Maxi-mum frequency thresholds used by Sparck Jones included 20 out of 200 (10%) documents,20 out of 541 documents (3.6%), and 25 out 797 documents (3.1%) [36].Since only 8 stemmed phrases occurred in more than 45 (3.2%) of the 1425 documentsused for clustering, it was questionable whether omitting frequent phrases would be use-ful. We experimented with forbidding phrases which occurred in more than 45 documentsfrom participating in clusters, and found this actually produced a slight decrease in per-formance. Forbidding phrases occurring in more than 30 documents produced a largerdecrease. Examining the 8 phrases of frequency greater than 45 shows that even herethere are several which are moderately good content indicators (<oper system>, <computprogram>, <program languag>, <comput system>, <system design>) as well as severalfairly bad ones (<paper describ>, <paper present>, and <present algorithm>). Therefore,omitting the most frequent phrases does not appear to be an appropriate strategy whenclustering phrases. 13



One can also argue that very infrequent phrases should be omitted from clusters. If aterm does not occur a su�cient number of times then we will have not have enough dataon its distribution to accurately cluster it. Most work on term clustering has required thatterms occur in 2 or more documents to become part of a cluster, but higher thresholdsconceivably could result in more accurate clusters.We investigated requiring that phrases occur in at least 3, 4, 5, or 6 documents inorder to be clustered. These were fairly severe restrictions considering the low frequency ofphrases, resulting in reducing the number of phrases available for clustering from 6922 to2866, 1582, 1015, and 706 respectively. Small performance improvements resulted for someof these restrictions in combination with some cluster sizes. However, the improvementsvanished when clusters were used in combination with phrases as well as terms. Theseresults do help con�rm that the small amount of frequency data available on phrases was amajor impediment to forming e�ective clusters.5.3 E�ciencyOur results suggest that the use of corpuses much larger than CACM-3204 will be necessaryif phrase clustering is to be an e�ective technique. This means that e�ciency of clusteringwill be of considerable importance. We therefore conducted some preliminary investigationsinto e�ciency methods.The use of an inverted �le to speed up the �nding of nearest neighbors is a techniquethat has been applied to both document clustering [5, 39] and term clustering [25]. Themain advantage cited for this technique is the avoidance of calculating the large number ofsimilarity values of 0 present in typical term-term or document-document matrices. These 0values arise in term-term matrices when similarity is based on co-occurrence in documents,since most pairs of terms will not occur together in any document.The term-term (i.e. phrase-phrase) similarity matrix in our experiments has few 0 valuessince some of the CR categories contain very large numbers of phrases. Most of the similarityvalues will be very small, however, since normalization by category size, in combination withthe cosine similarity measure, ensures that co-occurring in large categories has only a smallimpact on similarity.This normalization for category size means that the k nearest neighbors of a seed phrasewill almost always share some relatively speci�c CR category with the seed. We can thereforeadapt the technique, �rst proposed for document ranking [4], of searching inverted lists inorder of their length and testing at the end of each list whether any unseen item can possiblybe more similar than the k best items already seen. Using this technique we found that only7.2% of phrases needed to be examined on average when forming clusters of size 2, which issimilar to the reductions achieved when term-term matrices contain mostly 0's. Even so, afull clustering run took about 40 hours on a Texas Instruments Microexplorer workstation,so additional attention to clustering e�ciency will clearly be necessary for larger corpora.14



6 Analysis and Future WorkThe small performance bene�ts reported above are disappointing, but not really surprising.The fact that a high proportion of the occurrences of phrases were of phrases which occuronly once or twice means that a corpus on the order of 100,000 words is simply inadequatefor producing phrase clusters. We have experiments underway on a corpus of over 1 millionwords of newswire text previously used in tests of a text classi�cation system [12]. We havealso obtained corpora of 100 million words and more for future work.Since standard IR test collections of large size are not currently available, the e�ec-tiveness of phrase clusters may have to be evaluated for retrieving documents which werenot themselves used in forming the clusters. Previous researchers have suggested that theregularities captured by term clustering are collection dependent [35, 18], which would in-terfere with this strategy. However, the combination of decreased ambiguity of phrases incomparison to words, combined with the use of a very large corpus, will, we believe, makephrase clusters of more general applicability.To the extent that the CACM corpus allowed us to study the properties of phraseclustering, we found it to behave for the most part like clustering of single terms. Themost notable exception was that excluding even the highest frequency phrases led to adegradation in performance. One possible explanation is that the corpus used is too smallto manifest the frequency di�erences that would allow low quality phrases to be excluded.It should also be noted, however, that most of the results which argue against the clusteringof high frequency terms assume ranking by coordination level. The use of inverse documentfrequency weighting may make exclusion of high frequency terms less important. A �nalpossibility is that collection frequency is not as good an indicator of quality for phrasesas it is for single terms. This view is supported by the fact that Fagan [9] found onlytrivial improvements in retrieval performance were possible from excluding high frequencysyntactic phrases.The exclusion of low quality phrases is clearly an important issue both for phrasal in-dexing and clustering of phrases. The fact that our performance improvements for syntacticphrases on the CACM collection are less than Fagan's (3.8% vs. 8.7%) suggests that his listof over 250 low content adverbs, verbs, and nouns, which triggered special purpose phrasegeneration heuristics, were successful in increasing the quality of phrases generated.Some words which should be excluded from phrases can be de�ned linguistically, suchas partitives (e.g. half in eliminate half of the documents). But many other words shouldbe excluded from some corpuses and not from others. For instance, Fagan sensibly excludedthe words \case," \property," and \development" from phrases for the computer and in-formation science test collections he worked with, but this would not be appropriate in acollection of articles on real estate law. Word sense disambiguation methods might be usefulin avoiding this problem [17].The same distributional information used for clustering might also be usable to iden-tify low quality phrases. In our experiments we noticed a tendency for low quality, highfrequency phrases to appear under many di�erent manual indexing categories, while high15



PrecisionRecall Clusters + Phrases + Terms PhrasesLevel Size 2 Size 4 Size 8 Size 12 + Terms Terms0.10 60.7 61.9 61.5 61.4 61.4 56.30.20 45.8 45.9 45.9 45.9 45.2 41.00.30 40.6 40.3 39.8 39.8 39.5 35.70.40 34.2 33.4 33.5 33.5 33.2 29.60.50 25.0 25.1 25.2 25.2 25.3 22.00.60 19.8 20.7 20.7 20.6 20.9 18.80.70 13.8 14.6 14.5 14.6 14.6 13.80.80 9.4 10.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.90.90 5.6 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.11.00 4.2 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.7Avg. Prec. 25.9 26.3 26.2 26.2 26.1 23.8Change +8.8% +10.5% +10.1% +10.1% +9.7%Table 4: Performance With Human-Selected Query Phrasesquality, high frequency phrases had most of their occurrences in a few categories. For in-stance, the low quality phrase <paper describ> occurs in 57 documents with a total of104 CR categories assigned, while the higher quality phrase <oper system> occurs in 59documents but only under 78 categories. Of course, as with clustering, a large text corpusis needed to obtain this distributional information.Another potential source of high quality phrases is the user of the IR system [6]. Whilethe user cannot control which phrases take part in clusters, he or she can control whichphrases are extracted from the query, and thus used to match clusters. If we restrict thephrases used in the CACM queries to ones identi�ed by a human as meaningful3, theperformance of phrases and clusters increases considerably (Table 4).Besides better methods for generating phrases and clusters of phrases, there is also aneed for a better understanding of how to use them. The lack of theoretical underpinningsto heuristic weighting schemes such as Fagan's for phrases and Crouch's for clusters makeit hard to have con�dence that they will be e�ective on new collections. On the other hand,existing probabilistic retrieval models are inadequate for use with phrases and clusters,particularly in handling the known dependencies between terms and phrases and terms andclusters. Network models [38] and probabilistic models incorporating explicit dependenciesare two promising alternatives [6].3The set of phrases used was generated by a graduate student who was not involved in the experimentson syntactic phrase formation. 16
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